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Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Go Math Florida Student Edition
GO Math! offers an engaging and interactive approach to covering the Common Core State Standards. This Grade 6 student
edition is organized into individual chapter booklets and comes with a student resource book.
GO Math! combines fresh teaching approaches with never before seen components that offer everything needed to address the
rigors of new standards and assessments. The new Standards Practice Book, packaged with the Student Edition, helps students
achieve fluency, speed, and confidence with grade-level concepts. GO Math! is the first K-6 math program written to align with the
Common Core. With GO Math! you will hit the ground running and have everything you need to teach the Common Core State
Standards. GO Math! combines fresh teaching approaches with everything needed to address the rigors of the Common Core
Standards. Using a unique write-in student text at every grade, students represent, solve, and explain -- all in one place. Publisher.
This easy-to-read summary is an excellent tool for introducing others to the messages contained in Principles and Standards.
A second grade mathematics curriculum based on the Common core standards (c. 2010) and designed for use in Florida schools.

"California GO Math! is specifically designed for California teachers and students to ensure success with California Common Core
Standards and the Smarter Balanced Assessment. California GO Math! K-6 incorporates mathematical practices in every lesson
so students develop the mathematical thinking they need. It features exploration-driven lessons that begin with problem-based
situations and build to more abstract problems. It includes resources to personalize instruction for RtI, online assessment, and
ongoing data to inform instruction for Intervention, ELD, and challenge."--Publisher's website.
California GO Math! is specifically designed for California teachers and st udents to ensure success with California Common Core
Standards and the Smarter Balanced Assessment. California GO Math! K-6 incorporates mathematical practices in every lesson
so students develop the mathematical thinking they need. It features exploration-driven lessons that begin with problem-based
situations and build to more abstract problems. It includes resources to personalize instruction for RtI, online assessment, and
ongoing data to inform instruction for Intervention, ELD, and challenge. --Publisher's website.

Go Math! offers an engaging and interactive approach to covering the Common Core State Standards. This Grade 2
student edition is organized into individual chapter booklets and comes with a student resource book.
How Students Learn: Science in the Classroom builds on the discoveries detailed in the best-selling How People Learn.
Now these findings are presented in a way that teachers can use immediately, to revitalize their work in the classroom for
even greater effectiveness. Organized for utility, the book explores how the principles of learning can be applied in
science at three levels: elementary, middle, and high school. Leading educators explain in detail how they developed
successful curricula and teaching approaches, presenting strategies that serve as models for curriculum development
and classroom instruction. Their recounting of personal teaching experiences lends strength and warmth to this volume.
This book discusses how to build straightforward science experiments into true understanding of scientific principles. It
also features illustrated suggestions for classroom activities.
Go Math! offers an engaging and interactive approach to covering the Common Core State Standards. This Grade K student
edition is organized into individual chapter booklets and comes with a student resource book.
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